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Given a set of n antennas in the plane, assign 
them frequencies, so that every covered 
point can be served

Minimize number of frequencies used.

Every point need a unique frequency.

Problem Statement

Bad

Good



Z - set of regions in the plane

Coloring of Z is conflict free if 

!p - any point in the union of regions of Z

V - regions of Z covering p

There is a color in V that appears exactly 
once

Q: Find CF coloring that minimizes # colors.

Conflict Free Coloring



Z - set of regions

Regions are well behaved, either:

Fat triangles 

    -fat (convex)

                                               -covered. 
[Efrat, 97]

Low union complexity - near linear.
[Efrat, Sharir, 97], [Efrat, 97]

Input 

α
(α, β.γ, δ, η, µ, ρ, φ, ψ, ν)



Find a large subset S of regions of Z.

Color all regions of S by the same color.

 

Repeat till Z is empty.

Basic Idea

Z ⇐ Z \ S



Randomly color regions by red/blue 

S - regions colored in blue

Use S for the first color.

Problem:  Points covered only by 
regions from S are not safe.

Random Coloring



A point in the plane is unsafe, if it is

colored only by blue regions

It is covered by more than one region.

What is safety...



G - graph over regions in S

Edge between two regions if it is unsafe to 
pick both of them to have the same color.

T - independent set in G.

It is safe to color all regions in T by the 
same color.

Safe Coloring



G is a random graph.

With high probability >= n/3 vertices

An independent set in G - set of regions can 
be colored using the same color

size of independent set in G  >=
         # vertices of (G)/average-degree(G)

Understanding G



p -  point covered by k regions

p is unsafe with probability 

If p unsafe it induces         edges in G.

Expected number of edges in G caused by p:

Probability of Safety...
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Size of independent set:

Give upper bound on # of edges in G.

A(Z) - arrangement of regions of Z

           - # faces of A(Z) of depth  k

By CS + low union complexity:

Big independent set in G

Õ(nk)

Nk = Õ(nk)

Nk



If p of depth k, expected # of edges 
induced:

Thus, expected total number of edges is

Expected # of edges in G
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With high prob: G has at least n/3 vertices

Expeted # edges of G:

Thus, there is an independent set of 
(roughly) linear size.

Color all the regions in the independent set 
by the same color, remove it and repeat.

Big Admissible Set

Õ(n)



Theorem: 
One can CF-color a set of regions with low 
union complexity with polylogarithmic 
number of colors.

Back to Conflict-Free 
Coloring



No, absolutely not, not at all, by no means,  
the answer is in the negative,  not by any 
means,  nyet, nein, negative, nix

Example:

Valid CF Coloring, invalid coloring

CF Coloring and Coloring, 
is it the same thing?



P - set of n discs in the plane.

P has CF coloring using log(n) colors.
[Even, Lotker, Ron, Smorodinsky, FOCS 
02]

Regular coloring of intersection graph needs 
n colors

All discs intersect each other.

CF Coloring != Coloring



The graph G is only a helper -

Does not contain all the information

Rebuild it after every iteration.

CF Coloring != Coloring



(P,R) - Range space

P - set of points

R - set of regions

Color P, so that every range in R has a color 
that appears exactly once in it.

CF-Coloring in Abstract 
Setting



P - a set of points in the plane

R - all fat triangles in the plane.

What is the CF chromatic # of (P,R)?

A: Linear!

Low VC dim does not imply low CF #.

Is CF Coloring related 
to VC Dimension?



Fat triangles and CF



Discrepancy: Color points by black and white 
so that every range is as balanced as 
possible.

Yes. No. Maybe.

bla bla: “Discrepancy cares about heavy 
ranges while CF cares about light ranges”.

Is CF related to 
Discrepancy?



k-CF Coloring

For every range there is at least one 
color that appears at most k times.

Can we get better CF #?

A: Yes

k-CF Coloring



P - set of n points in 3d

R - all balls in 3d

CF # of (P,R)  is n.

2-CF # of (P,R) is sqrt(n)

k-CF # of (P,R) is 

Pigs in Space

O(n1/k)



Presented good CF coloring for a natural & 
general case.

Natural question???

Extended CF coloring for other settings.

Bunch of results about CF coloring - only 
small subset was mentioned.

Open problems: Rectangles and points.

Conclusions


